Recruitment mechanisms in speed and fine-direction discrimination tasks.
The minimum information necessary to specify motion requires a change in position across time. Previous studies have shown that human motion measurements improve with more than two frames of motion. This study clarifies how motion information is integrated to produce the best speed and direction discrimination. Using random-dot kinematograms, fine-direction discrimination thresholds and speed discrimination thresholds are assessed as a function of dot lifetime. Specifically, we ask if performance on both tasks depends on dot lifetime in the same manner. If both speed and direction discrimination performance improve the same way with increasing dot lifetime, this would indicate that both tasks have the same integration limit and both tasks may depend on the same underlying mechanisms. Experiment 1 shows that for both tasks a four-frame dot lifetime is necessary for observers to reach asymptotic threshold levels. The absolute level of performance improves with increasing stimulus duration or signal-to-noise ratio, but the integration limit itself does not vary. Experiment 2 examines whether this integration limit is constrained by the number of frames or by the temporal duration of the dot lifetime. The data in Experiment 2 suggest that both a minimum number of samples and a minimal temporal integration period determine the integration limit for recruitment mechanisms. The results suggest that speed and fine-direction discrimination depend upon the same underlying motion mechanisms. These results are discussed in relation to possible underlying physiological substrates and computational models of motion measurement.